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abstract:  In the forestry sector, efficient planning of activities is considered essential for companies to achieve their 
goals and remain competitive in the market. To assist in this process, this work proposes the development and evalua-
tion of a heuristic for the generation of valid solutions for a forest production planning problem involving 120 stands 
and 81 management alternatives per field, totaling 9720 decision variables. In the tests carried out, such proposed 
heuristic presented promising results when compared to the literature, indicating that it is capable of providing good 
quality solutions with low computational cost. Results also indicate that the inclusion of solutions obtained by using 
the proposed heuristic in the set of initial individuals/antibodies of Genetic Algorithm and Clonal Selection Algorithm 
can generate a significant improvement in the quality of final solutions and, consequently, in the performance of such 
meta-heuristics.

keywords: forestry planning; heuristics; valid solution; metaheuristics.

Proposta de heurística para a geração de soluções válidas para um 
problema de planejamento da produção florestal

resumo: No setor florestal, o planejamento eficiente das atividades é considerado fundamental para que as empresas 
atinjam seus objetivos e permaneçam competitivas no mercado. Para auxiliar nesse processo, o presente trabalho 
propõe o desenvolvimento e avaliação de uma heurística para a geração de soluções válidas para um problema de 
planejamento da produção florestal envolvendo 120 talhões e 81 alternativas de manejo por talhão, totalizando 9720 
variáveis de decisão. Nos testes realizados a heurística apresentou resultados promissores quando comparada com 
a literatura, indicando que é capaz de fornecer soluções de boa qualidade com um baixo custo computacional. Os 
resultados também apontam que a inclusão  de soluções obtidas pela heurística proposta no conjunto de indivíduos/
anticorpos iniciais do Algoritmo Genético e Algoritmo de Seleção Clonal pode gerar uma melhora significativa no 
desempenho dessas meta-heurísticas. palavras-chave: modelos de linguagem; aprendizado profundo; processamento 
de linguagem natural; inteligência artificial.

palavras-chave:: planejamento florestal; heurística; solução válida; meta-heurísticas.
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Introduction

The Brazilian forestry sector, more specifically that of planted forests, plays a 

fundamental role in the socioeconomic scenario of the country, contributing 

to the generation of jobs, taxes, foreign exchange and income (Junior et al., 2012). In 

2020, for example, companies in the segment were responsible for creating more than 

536,000 direct jobs and 1.5 million indirect jobs, in addition to generating BRL 12.1 

billion in federal taxes, which is equivalent to 0.9% of the country’s total collection 

(IBÁ, 2021).

Due to its edaphoclimatic characteristics (soil and climate) and technological de-

velopment achieved in the area of forestry, Brazil is highly competitive in the market 

for forest products (Juvenal; Mattos, 2002). However, increasingly globalized market 

pressures require companies to become increasingly competitive, providing high qua-

lity products at the lowest possible cost (Silva, 2001).

In the forestry sector, one of the most expensive steps is harvesting wood, which, 

together with transport, accounts for more than 40% of production costs (Machado; 

da Silva Lopes, 2000; Jaskiu, 2015; Chichorro et al., 2017). Due to the great impact of 

the harvest on the economic viability of forestry enterprises, it is essential to carry out 

efficient planning of this activity (Bredstrom et al., 2010; Fuentealba et al., 2019), since 

this allows reducing costs, increasing productivity, regulating the flow of wood and 

optimizing the use of machinery and equipment (Fidelis; Reis, 2019).

In general, harvest planning consists of determining the plots to be harvested in 

each period of time in order to meet the demand for wood, maximizing revenues (and/

or minimizing costs) and satisfying any other restrictions then imposed (Werneburg, 

2015; González-González et al., 2022). However, this can become a complex problem 

depending on the number of fields, due to the exponential increase in the number of 

variables (Gomide et al., 2009).

In solving this type of problem, traditional approaches, such as the use of linear 

programming (LP) and integer linear programming (ILP), have offered good results 

for the treatment of small dimensional problems (Nobre, 1999). However, for major 
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problems, the computational time spent often makes the use of these methods te-

chnically unfeasible (Gomide et al., 2009). Since obtaining information with quality 

and speed is considered essential for the success of decision-making in forest mana-

gement, heuristics and metaheuristics become interesting alternatives in these situa-

tions, as they make it possible to obtain satisfactory answers with a reasonable proces-

sing time (Pereira, 2004; Gomide et al., 2009).

Several studies have been carried out using metaheuristics to solve forestry plan-

ning related problems. The Clonal Selection Algorithm method (CSA) was used by 

Júnior et al. (2018b) in this type of problem and presented good results when compa-

red to ILP. However, the authors point out that the choice of parameters is essential 

for this, since invalid solutions may be obtained depending on the configuration used. 

The same could be observed in the works developed by Ferreira et al. (2018), Júnior 

et al. (2018a) and Matos et al. (2019) using Simulated Annealing (SA), Variable Nei-

ghborhood Search (VNS) and Genetic Algorithm (GA), respectively.

In addition to the choice of parameters, the strategy used to generate initial so-

lutions is another factor that can impact the performance of such methods. In the 

mentioned works (Ferreira et al. (2018), Júnior et al. (2018a), and Matos et al. (2019)), 

the initial solutions, submitted to the optimization methods, were randomly genera-

ted. However, given the complexity of such issues, the large number of possible solu-

tions, and any restrictions imposed, there is a high probability this strategy generates 

low quality solutions, which can impact the performance of optimization methods. 

For that matter, an alternative is using other optimization methods to generate initial 

solutions. In the work carried out by Júnior et al. (2021) the inclusion, in the initial 

population, of a solution obtained by rounding the optimal solution of the LP for the 

relaxed problem was tested as an alternative to increase the performance of GA, CSA, 

VNS and SA. In this work, authors observed a substantial improvement in the perfor-

mance of GA, CSA and VNS algorithms; however, no positive effects were observed 

for the SA metaheuristic.

Considering the importance of obtaining good quality solutions quickly for suc-

cessful forestry enterprises, this work proposes the development of a heuristic for ge-

nerating valid solutions for a production planning-related issue, aiming at providing 

solutions that meet the restrictions imposed by the planner with less dependence on 
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parameters and low computational cost. Furthermore, considering the evidence that 

incorporating high-quality solutions into the initial population of metaheuristics can 

enhance their performance, we assessment the impact of including varying quantities 

of solutions generated by the proposed heuristic in the initial solution sets of GA, 

CSA, VNS and SA. The results obtained showed that the proposed heuristic can be 

used as a viable alternative for quick decision making in the forestry planning process. 

In addition, tests showed that the inclusion of valid solutions in the initial population 

of GA and CSA can generate a significant improvement in the performance of these 

metaheuristics.

Materials and methods
In this section, the definition of the studied problem is carried out, as well as des-

cription of the heuristic developed and the metaheuristics Genetic Algorithm (GA), 

Clonal Selection Algorithm (CSA), Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) and Simula-

ted Annealing (SA) implemented and, finally, the presentation of those methods used 

for evaluations.

Definition of the problem
In this work, the database presented by Matos et al. (2019) referring to a eucalyptus 

forest (Eucalyptus) with ages varying between 1 and 6 years old and a total area equal 

to 4,210 hectares was used. According to the authors, this forest was divided into 120 

stands (management units) and 81 different prescriptions (management alternatives) 

were generated for each stand, defining the sequence of harvesting and planting to 

be carried out during a planning horizon of 16 years. The definition of prescriptions 

took into account the cutting of management units aged between 5 and 7 years old and 

immediate planting after cutting.

Assigning a certain prescription to a stand defines the age of the forest stand in 

each period of the planning horizon, each period being equal to one year. The volu-
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me of wood produced and related silvicultural costs vary according to the age of the 

stand. In this sense, the choice of prescription affects not only when the harvest will be 

carried out, but also the amount of wood harvested and the Net Present Value (NPV) 

obtained. The production and NPV values corresponding to the application of each 

management alternative in each stand are contained in the database, composed of 20 

columns and 9720 rows. Columns 1, 2 and 3 contain the stand number, current age 

and applied prescription, respectively. Columns 4 to 19, the volumetric production of 

wood for each year of the planning horizon and column 20, the NPV (Figure 1).
Figure 1 - Database representation. The columns contain the number of the plot, age of the forest stand, 

applied prescription, production in each year of the planning horizon and NPV.
Font: Author (2022).

The forestry production planning problem studied consists of determining which of 

the 81 prescriptions should be assigned to each of the 120 stands to maximize the NPV 

and meet the minimum and maximum annual demand for wood. For this, each solu-

tion was represented as a vector with 120 positions, where each position can assume an 

integer value between 1 and 81. In this representation, the positions correspond to the 

stands and the assigned values, to prescriptions. The mathematical optimization model 

used considered the structure proposed by Johnson and Scheurman (1977), represented 
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by Equation 1.

Where: 〖NPV〖_ij is the NPV of the management unit i according to the manage-

ment regime j; X_ij is the binary decision variable, receiving value 1 when the mana-

gement alternative j is assigned to the management unit i or 0; otherwise; M is the 

total number of management units; P is the total number of management alternatives 

for the management unit i; V_ijk is the total volume of wood(m〖) of the management 

unit i according to the management regime j in a period k of the planning horizon; 

〖Dmin〖_k and 〖Dmax〖_k are, respectively, the minimum and maximum wood de-

mand (m〖) k in the planning horizon period.

The objective function (Eq. 1) seeks to maximize the financial return and is subject 

to binary (Eq. 5), integrity (Eq. 2) and production (Eq. 3 and Eq. 4) constraints. he inte-

grity constraint guarantees the choice of only one prescription for each management 

unit, and the production constraints ensure the supply of the forest product at the 

desired levels in each period of the planning horizon (Pereira, 2004).

In this work, the objective function took into account the method of penalties, 

Subject to:
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reducing the calculation value of the function (Eq. 1) by R$ 500,00 (five hundred Bra-

zilian Reais) per volume of wood produced, exceeding or lacking in relation to Dmin e 

Dmax. The minimum and maximum wood demands stipulated by Matos et al. (2019) 

are 140,000 m〖 and 160,000m〖, respectively.

Where: P represents the penalty (R$); dk is the absolute value of the volumetric 

deviation of wood in m〖 in a period k of the planning horizon.

The dk value is calculated through the absolute difference between the total pro-

duction of the solution and Dmin e Dmax. In order to obtain the total production, 

the amount of wood harvested in each year of the planning horizon in each stand is 

searched in the database and stored in the production history. Finally, the sum of the 

production history is carried out for determining total production.

Figure 2 illustrates the process used to calculate the total production, in which (a) 

represents a solution, (b) database, (c) production history and (d) total production. The 

solution has prescription 66 assigned to the first stand; therefore, the row containing 

number 1 in the first column, referring to the stand, and the number 66 (prescrip-

tion) in the third column is spotted in the database. From the searched row, the values 

contained in columns 4 to 19 (production in each year of the planning horizon) are 

stored in the production history (c). This process is carried out for all stands and, 

subsequently, the sum of the production history is performed, so that total production 

(d) is obtained. From total production, it is possible to identify whether a given year of 

the planning horizon has production outside the established limits and calculate the 
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absolute value of the wood volumetric deviation. 

Proposed approach
Description of the proposed heuristic

The proposed heuristic aims at finding valid initial solutions for the studied fo-

restry planning problem, a solution considered valid when all years of the planning 

horizon have production within the minimum and maximum limits established. For 

this, the algorithm developed was based on the idea of defining, at each iteration, the 

years with the highest and lowest production, and seeking to reduce such differences 

by changing prescriptions in certain stands.

Algorithm 1 presents the proposed heuristic, in which the variable numSolutions 

is the number of valid solutions to be generated, DB is the database, and DBr is the re-

organized database (detailed in section 2.2.1). The generated solutions are stored in the 

variable setSolutions. StopCritis the maximum limit of objective function calculations 

per run, PrunningCrit is the interval at which the pruning function will be performed. 

Figure 2 - Representation of the production calculation, where (a) represents a solution, (b) database, (c) 
production history, and (d) total production. In (d), the years in red (1, 2, 14, 15 and 16) had production outside 
the established limits, so for each cubic meter of wood in excess or lack of these, the defined penalty applies.

Font: Author (2022).
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Dmin and Dmax the defined minimum and maximum limits of annual production, 

the NumPrescriptions and NumStands represent the total number of prescriptions 

and plots, respectively.

To obtain a valid solution, the proposed heuristic generates a random solution and 

calculates the production, storing the production history and total production. With 

total production, it is possible to determine the number of years with irregular pro-

duction (less than 140,000 m〖 or greater than 160,000 m〖). If all years have regular 

production, the solution is saved and the heuristic is closed. As long as this criterion is 

not met or until the maximum number of objective function calculations is exceeded, 

the algorithm sorts the production of all years and selects those with the highest and 

lowest production. The year with the highest production is stored in variable  and the 

one with the lowest production, in .

Variables and production history are used to select a stand to have the prescription 

modified. For this, the criterion used is that, if possible, the plot selected under the 

current prescription has production greater than zero in  and equal to zero in . These 

requirements were defined taking into account that changing the prescription can mo-

dify the years in which the plot will be harvested and, therefore, the total production of 

the solution. In this sense, the first requirement was adopted in order to increase the 

probability that the modification will reduce production in , and the second require-

ment is intended to prevent this modification from also reducing production in .

Figure 3 illustrates the selection of stands subject to modification in a solution that, 

as shown in the total production, has as  (highlighted in red) and  (highlighted in blue) 

the first and thirteenth years of the planning horizon, respectively. In the first column 

of the production history, which consists of the production of all stands in , stands 118, 

119 and 120 are selected because their productions are greater than zero. Subsequently, 
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evaluating in column 13, stand 120 is excluded from the alternatives because it has a 

production different from zero in . Therefore, 118 and 119 would be alternative stands 

to be modified.

Figure 3 - Representation of production history and selection of plots subject to modification
Font: Author (2022).

The choice of the new prescription is carried out aiming at increasing the produc-

tion of , maintaining the production of . For this, a reorganization of the database was 

proposed, evaluating, for each year of the planning horizon, which prescriptions could 

be assigned to each of the stands so that the harvest could occur in that year. For exam-

ple, if stand 118 of the solution shown in Figure 3, were selected for alteration, the reor-

ganized database would apply to define which prescriptions could be assigned to this 

plot so that there would be a harvest in the thirteenth year () and not in the first one ().

The method used to reorganize the database was to filter, for each stand and year of 

the planning horizon, prescriptions with production other than zero and copy them to 

a new file. Figure 4 shows the reorganized database, in which the first column refers to 

the stand and the second to the year of the planning horizon. The remaining columns 
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contain the prescriptions that, if assigned to a stand, will generate production in the 

year in question. A zero value is assigned when no prescription will result in a harvest 

during the year under evaluation.

The prescription to be assigned to the defined stand is selected by searching the 

reorganized database for alternatives that result in harvest in the . Of these alternatives, 

those that generate harvest in the  are excluded. Then, a prescription is randomly selec-

ted from the remaining options. If no prescriptions meet the criteria or all are equal to 

zero, the selection is made randomly among all prescriptions.

 By changing the prescription in the chosen stand, the calculation of the number 

of years with irregular production is performed again. If the modified solution has an 

equal or lesser number of violations, it becomes the current solution, otherwise it is 

discarded. This process runs until the algorithm reaches the maximum number of 

objective function calculations or the solution has no years with uneven production. 

In the proposed heuristic, the choice of stand and prescription were developed with 

the objective of performing a local search, in order to improve the current solution. 

Figure 4 - Database reorganization. Prescriptions stored in columns 3 to 56, if assigned to column 1 plot, 
will generate harvest in column 2 year. In the example mentioned, prescriptions 7, 8 and 66 could be assigned 
to plot 118 (row 1558), so that this plot would have production in the thirteenth year. However, the application 
of prescriptions between 1 and 54 (row 118) generates a harvest in the first year. In this situation, an alternative 
would be prescription 66, as if applied it would generate a harvest in  and not in.

Font: Author (2022).
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However, to prevent the algorithm from getting stuck in local optima, it was necessary 

to implement the pruning function in order to make changes in the neighborhood. 

The pruning function applies when the algorithm executes the described procedure  

PruningCrit 16 times and the solution remain invalid. This function resets the produc-

tion and assigns random prescriptions to the plots that have harvested in years with 

excess production until total production of these years approaches . If there are no 

years with excess production, the function uses the year with the highest production.

Description of metaheuristics

The implemented metaheuristics Genetic Algorithm (GA), Clonal Selection Al-

gorithm (CSA), Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS), and Simulated Annealing (SA) 

followed the definitions proposed by Gaspar-Cunha et al. (2012), Souza and Romero 

(2014), Júnior et al. (2018a), Rodrigues et al. (2004), respectively. On GA and CSA, 

all tests were performed using 50 initial solutions. These solutions were generated 

randomly or using the developed heuristic. The number of solutions generated by the 

heuristic is defined by the  variable (Algorithm 1). The remaining amount, to reach 50 

solutions, is generated randomly. The Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) and Simu-

lated Annealing (SA) metaheuristics use only a current solution that, in this work was 

randomly generated or through the proposed heuristic ( = 1).

The GA uses the tournament selection method to select the parents for mating, 

and the mating of individuals was performed with a break point at a probability of 

80%. The mutation carried out consisted of exchanging prescriptions of two randomly 

selected plots with a probability of 1%. This mutation was called swap and is shown in 

Figure 5. The tournament was also used as a method of replacing individuals in the 
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population; however, elitism was adopted to avoid losing the best individuals. In the 

elitism used, the 10 best individuals among the parents and generated children are 

selected for the next generation.

In the Clonal Selection Algorithm (CSA), the selection rate for cloning adopted 

was 20% and the number of clones generated for each antibody was determined using 

Equation 7 (Batista, 2010). The generated clones were submitted to the hypermutation 

process, which consists of assigning random prescriptions to a number of plots inver-

sely proportional to NPV (affinity). The mutation rate was obtained using Equations 8, 

9 (Batista, 2010; Júnior et al., 2018b). The worst antibodies generated were replaced 

by the best clones in an elitist manner. Then, the antibody with the lowest affinity was 

replaced with a randomly generated solution in order to maintain diversity.

Where: where TC is the cloning rate (25%), N is the total amount of antibodies and 

round is the operator that rounds the value in parentheses to the nearest integer, TH is 

the hypermutation rate (10%), D* is the normalized NPV.

In VNS, the set of neighborhood structures implemented consisted of randomly 

modifying 1, 2, 3, and 4% of prescriptions (Júnior et al., 2018a). In SA, the initial 

temperature adopted was  and the temperature reduction rate was 0.01 (Ferreira et 

al., 2018). In both cases, the Local Search procedure applied was swap, which involves 

exchanging the position of two random prescriptions. In VNS, 200 neighbors were 

used, while in SA, there were 30.

Figure 5 - Swap-type mutation in which prescriptions of two random plots are exchanged. The first 
and second images represent the solution before and after mutation, respectively.

Font: Author (2022).
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Assessment methods
To assess the performance of the proposed heuristic and the studied metaheuristi-

Table 1 - Description of the evaluated scenarios. Scenario 1 contains the original constraints of the forestry 
planning problem and Scenarios 2 and 3 were generated by modifying the minimum and maximum produc-
tion constraints, in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed heuristic

Font: Author (2022).

cs, two more restrictive scenarios were generated, in addition to the scenario described 

in section 2.1. The first scenario generated, called Scenario 2, has a minimum demand 

() equal to 140,000 m〖 and a maximum demand () of 150,000 m〖. The second scena-

rio generated, Scenario 3, has  same 150.000 m〖 e  160.000 m〖. As shown in Table 1.

The proposed heuristic was tested in each scenario, verifying the amount of ob-

jective function calculations necessary to obtain viable solutions. For this, 1,000 runs 

of the heuristic were performed, storing the number of calculations of the objective 

function, the solution obtained and the run time. Metaheuristics were implemented 

as presented adopting 5,000 objective function calculations as a stopping criterion, 

present in the works developed by Júnior et al. (2018a) and Matos et al. (2019). For 

each scenario, the proposed heuristic and metaheuristics were run 30 times, storing 

the maximum NPV and the number of valid solutions at the end of each run.

Subsequently, the performance of GA and CSA metaheuristics was evaluated 

using 1, 5, 10 and 15 individuals generated by the heuristic proposed in the set of initial 

solutions in the resolution of the first scenario studied (original). For VNS and SA, 

which uses only one current solution, the use of  equal to 1 was evaluated. In these 

tests, the stopping criterion of 5,000 objective function calculations was adopted, con-

sidering the calculations used to generate the initial individuals, running 30 times for 
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each value of  and storing the maximum value of NPV obtained in each run. The re-

sults obtained by the metaheuristics using the randomly generated set of solutions and 

using the solutions generated by the proposed heuristics were submitted to statistical 

analysis at a significance level of 5%. 

The implementation and experiments were performed using MATLAB R2020b, 

on a computer with an Intel® Core™ i5-7400 3.0 GHz processor with 4 GB RAM. 

For statistical analysis, Excel 2019 was used, initially verifying the assumptions for 

using the one-way analysis of variance (Anova one-way). The assumptions analyzed 

were normality, using the Shapiro-Wilk test, and homoscedasticity, applying the Leve-

ne test. In cases where these assumptions were met, Anova was performed, applying 

the Tukey mean comparison test when necessary. In cases where the assumptions 

were not met, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was used, followed by Dunn test.

Result and discussion 
Evaluation of the performance of heuristics and metaheuristics 
in the scenarios studied

Results of evaluation of the proposed heuristic in the 3 scenarios studied are shown 

in Table 2. For the first scenario ( equal to 140.000 m〖 and  160.000 m〖), an average 

of approximately 82 objective function calculations and 0.026 seconds were required 

to obtain a valid solution, finding solutions with production within the established li-

mits in all runs performed. In the second scenario ( equal to 140.000 m〖 and  150.000 

Scenario Average Minimum Maximum Standard 
deviation Valid solution

1 81.86 15 371 48.82 1000
2 1005.81 51 5000 761.66 999
3 5000 5000 5000 0 0

Table 2 - Evaluation of the proposed heuristic in the 3 scenarios in relation to the number of objective func-
tion calculations and the total number of valid solutions obtained 

Font: Author (2022).
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Scenario Average Minimum Maximum Standard 
deviation Valid solution

1 81.86 15 371 48.82 1000
2 1005.81 51 5000 761.66 999
3 5000 5000 5000 0 0

m〖), an average of 1,006 objective function calculations and 0.22 seconds were requi-

red, obtaining valid solutions in 99.9% of runs. While in scenario 3 ( equal to 150.000 

m〖 and  160.000 m〖), no valid solutions were found in any of the 1,000 runs and the 

average time was 1.08 seconds.

Figure 6 - Figure (a) illustrates the production over the 16-year planning horizon of a randomly generated 
solution. Figures (b), (c) and (d) were generated by the heuristic proposed in the first, second and third scena-
rios, respectively. Red lines represent the maximum and minimum demand for each scenario.

Font: Author (2022).
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Figure 6 illustrates the production in each year of the planning horizon of 4 solu-

tions, the first randomly generated and the others obtained by the proposed heuristic 

in each scenario. In the randomly generated solution, it is possible to observe a large 

variation in the volume of wood produced, with 83,682 m〖 in the year with the lowest 

production, and 201,888 m〖 in the year with the highest production. The solutions 

obtained by the heuristic proposed in the first and second scenarios present produc-

tions within the established limits. The solution produced by the heuristic in the third 

scenario is invalid, since the production of 6 out of 16 years of the planning horizon 

are below the stipulated minimum demand. However, this solution presents greater 

regularity when compared to the random one. The presented results indicate that the 

developed heuristic is able to generate valid solutions with a low computational cost in 

Scenarios 1 and 2. However, Scenario 3 proved to be more restrictive, with the possibi-

lity that there are no valid solutions for this problem under these conditions. 

Then, the performance of the proposed heuristic and metaheuristics Genetic Algo-

rithm (GA), Clonal Selection Algorithm (CSA), Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) 

and Simulated Annealing (SA) in solving the 3 scenarios of the forestry planning pro-

blem were evaluated (Table 3). By checking the number of runs with valid solutions (at 

the end of the run), it is possible to observe that in the first scenario, contrary to the 

proposed heuristic, all the studied metaheuristics had at least one run with invalid so-

lutions. These results demonstrate that obtaining solutions with production within the 
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Table 3 - Results of the 3 metaheuristics in each scenario studied using  equal to 0, containing the evaluated metaheuristic, 
the average, minimum and maximum Net Present Value, the standard deviation and verification of the existence of valid solutions 
at the end of the 30 runs.

Font: Author (2022).

Method Average Minimum Maximum Standard 
deviation

Execution with valid 
solutions

Scenario 1
Heuristic 29990716 29593240 30392521 187132 30

GA 30431317 30153012 30681827 149990 29
CSA 30384715 30118383 30629176 129446 28
VNS 30560674 30357679 30819973 142232 29
SA 30755600 30497000 30970000 140324 28

Scenario 2
Heuristic 30296563 30073647 30641133 131356 30

GA 28766777 24272351 30409291 1931754 6
CSA 28271868 24276469 30379693 1417596 2
VNS 28521090 21255287 30453983 1993373 3
SA 28632600 20030000 30737000 2520334 11

Scenario 3
Heuristic 12558783 2173764 19499702 4539943 0

GA 15824019 8651377 21340680 3749860 0
CSA 17253809 11064146 22837152 2684917 0
VNS 15627888 6074459 21424824 3669773 0
SA 17046467 2288000 27674000 5152299 0

established limits is not a trivial task in any of the scenarios, and indicate the potential 

of the heuristic for quick decision making in forest production planning. In the second 

scenario, the proposed heuristic, GA, CSA, VNS and SA obtained valid solutions in 

100%, 20%, 6.66%, 10% and 36,7% of runs, respectively. In the third scenario, no 

valid solutions were found in any run.

Regarding the Net Present Value (NPV), it is important to highlight that the propo-

sed heuristic does not aim to maximize. In this sense, the results presented in Table 3 

do not refer to the best NPVs found by the heuristic, but to the NPVs of the solutions 

found at the end of the heuristic execution, which occurs when a valid solution is 

found or when the stopping criterion of 5,000 objective function calculations is rea-

ched. In the first scenario, the proposed heuristic required an average of 67 objective 
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function calculations to obtain valid solutions. These solutions had an average NPV 

of BRL 29,990,716.00, being the lowest among the methods evaluated. However, all 

metaheuristics required 5,000 function calculations. 

Still in relation to Table 3, the proposed heuristic presented promising results for 

the second scenario. In addition to obtaining valid solutions in all runs, this method 

presented an average NPV greater than those of the evaluated metaheuristics, BRL 

30,296,563.00, and a smaller standard deviation, BRL 131,356.00, using an average of 

906 objective function calculations. In the third scenario, the proposed heuristic and 

the studied metaheuristics do not find valid solutions, demonstrating the complexity 

of the problem under these conditions.

Evaluation of the feasibility of applying the 
proposed heuristic for generating initial solutions

Table 4 - Average Net Present Value (NPV) and standard deviation of the Genetic Algorithm (GA), Clonal 
Selection Algorithm (CSA), Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) and Simulated Annealing (SA) in the first 
scenario studied using 0, 1, 5, 10 and 15 in the set of initial solutions.

Font: Author (2022).
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Table 4 shows the comparison between results obtained by metaheuristics in sol-

ving the first (original) scenario of the forestry planning problem using different num-

bers of individuals generated by the proposed heuristic () in the set of initial solutions. 

Observing the results, it is possible to identify that the increase of valid solutions in the 

set of initial solutions generated an increase in the average NPV.

For better understanding the results, a statistical analysis of data presented in Tab-

le 4 was performed. For GA, considering the heterogeneity of variances verified by the 

Levene test (p 〖 value = 2.02E-03), the analysis was performed using the non-parame-

tric Kruskal-Wallis test (p – value = 5.08E-10), followed by the Dunn test. The Dunn 

test pointed out that there is no significant difference between the use of 0 and 1 initial 

individual. However, when increasing the amount of , it was observed that  equal to 0 

and 5, 10 and 15 have statistically significant differences, indicating that the use of the 

heuristic can impact the convergence of this metaheuristic when using larger amou-

nts of initial individuals. The comparison between 1 initial individual and 5, 10 and 15 

reinforces this result, showing that there is a significant difference between the use of 

1 and a larger number of individuals. Finally, no significant differences were identified 

between the use of 5, 10 or 15 initial individuals.

In the evaluation of CSA, the one-way analysis of variance indicated the presence 

of at least one statistical difference between the groups (p 〖 value = 1.47E-12) and the 

Tukey test performed showed a result similar to that of the GA. In the VNS and SA, the 
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one-way analysis of variance revealed that there are no statistical differences between 

the groups (p 〖 value = 0.1660, 0.8958). That is, the use of only one valid solution did 

not generate statistical difference in the result. These results can also be seen in Figure 

7, which illustrates the NPV throughout the execution of the GA, CSA, VNS and SA 

metaheuristics with different amounts of .

In this figure it is possible to observe the consumption of the objective function 

calculations by the proposed heuristic, identified by the NPV starting point, and also 

the impact of the inclusion of valid solutions on the convergence of the metaheuristics. 

When using 0 or 1, it is possible to observe the approximation or overlap of the NPVs at 

some moments of the execution. With a greater number of valid solutions, a difference 

in convergence is visible, especially in GA.

Still in relation to Figure 7, the reduction in the NPV at the beginning of the SA 

execution, equal to 1, indicates that the solution generated by the heuristic was repla-

ced by another of lower quality, accepted due to the high temperature at the beginning 

of the optimization process. The same behavior of the SA method was described by 

Figure 7 - Illustration of the convergence of the metaheuristics under study, using different amounts of . 
A run was performed for each amount of .

Font: Author (2022).
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Júnior et al. (2021), concluding that the use of good initial solutions did not affect the 

performance of this meta-heuristic. However, the inclusion of the solution generated 

by rounding the optimal linear programming solution in the initial CSA, GA, and 

VNS solutions significantly impacted the performance of these algorithms, generating 

a 3.93% increase in the average NPV in CSA (algorithm that had the greatest impact 

on average NPV). This result disregards, however, the computational cost necessary to 

obtain the solution generated by the PL.

Considerations about the proposed heuristic and 
literature

The proposed heuristic was developed to generate good initial solutions for other 

optimization methods. However, the results presented by the literature (JÚNIOR et al., 

2018a, b; MATOS et al., 2019) and the metaheuristics evaluated indicate the possibility 

of applying this method for rapid decision-making in planning forestry production. 

In the study carried out by Matos et al. (2019), for example, the solution found by the 

entire programming (branch and bound), after 96 hours of processing, presented an 

NPV equal to BRL 31,964,100 and the GA with 2.74 minutes (using 50 individuals and 

100 generations), obtaining an average NPV of BRL 30,336,526. If compared with the-

se results, the NPV of the proposed heuristic (obtained with an average time of 0.026 

seconds) corresponds to 93.83% and 98.86%. Compared to SA (the studied meta-heu-

ristic that showed better performance), the proposed heuristic obtained an NPV cor-

responding to 97.51% using an average of 1.34% of the objective function calculations. 

To illustrate, the same SA executed with the stopping criterion of 67 objective function 

calculations presents an average NPV of BRL 5,003,598.00. 

Considering the ability to provide good quality, valid solutions with a low compu-

tational cost, the proposed heuristic can be an interesting alternative for making quick 

decisions. However, as this method does not aim to maximize the NPV, a longer pro-

cessing time or more objective function calculations would not generate an improve-
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ment in performance. This is because the heuristic generates random valid solutions. 

In this sense, in situations where the decision maker has more time available, the use 

of heuristics alone may not be interesting. 

To maximize the NPV, the proposed heuristic can be used in conjunction with 

other optimization methods, such as GA and CSA, to improve its performance. Howe-

ver, the use of valid solutions at the beginning of the optimization process does not 

guarantee that the final solutions will also be valid. This occurs because meta-heu-

ristics prioritize maximizing the NPV, and invalid solutions may have a high NPV 

depending on the penalty applied. Several works (Rodrigues et al., 2004; Gomide et 

al.; 2009; Nascimento et al., 2012; Matos et al., 2019) use the penalty method to im-

plement these restrictions, however, the penalty values differ between the authors. For 

example, in the work of Júnior et al. (2021), Gomide et al. (2009), and Nascimento et 

al. (2012) the fine for each cubic meter of wood outside the production range is BRL 

100.00, BRL 500.00 and BRL 100,000.00, respectively. Although maintaining a cons-

tant flow of production allows meeting market demands and also promotes benefits 

such as the regular employment of labor and the balance between annual income and 

expenses (Davis, 1996; Rodrigues et al., 1998), the tolerance for production variation 

depends on the analysis conducted by the decision maker.

Conclusion

In this work, it was proposed the development of a heuristic to obtain valid solu-

tions for a forestry planning problem. The performance of the proposed heuristic was 

evaluated in 3 scenarios and compared with the GA, CSA, VNS and SA meta-heuris-

tics. Then, different amounts of solutions generated by the proposed heuristic were 

inserted into the set of initial solutions of the studied metaheuristics and the impact on 

the performance of these methods was evaluated. Results indicate that the developed 

heuristic can be a viable alternative for quick decision making in forestry production 

planning, since it obtained valid solutions in 100% of the runs of the first scenario (ori-

ginal) and in 99.9% of the second scenario, demanding an average of 82 and 1006 ob-
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jective function calculations, respectively. In addition, the results also indicate that the 

solutions generated by this heuristic can be used in the initial population of metaheu-

ristics such as the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Clonal Selection Algorithm (CSA), in 

order to improve their performance.

In future work, we intend to compare the impact of including solutions generated 

by the proposed heuristic and the relaxed PL in the set of initial solutions of the GA 

and CSA meta-heuristics.
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